Inteins perform a macromolecular vanishing act that continues to impress as its secrets are revealed. Dispersed through all domains of life, these autocatalytic domains exit the folds of ostensibly unrelated proteins soon after translation. Inteins bust at the seams, severing peptide bonds that immediately precede and follow their sequence. Critically, they also sew up the damage; the two polypeptide segments that first flanked the intein, known as exteins, are concurrently joined. Extein ligation renders the transformation traceless while adding a significant exception to the one gene/one protein rule. The act proceeds without assistance from cofactors, accessory proteins, or energy source-just a small catcher's mitt structure of ∼130 amino acids (Fig. 1A) . Since the discovery of inteins (1, 2) , efforts to understand their protein splicing activity have inspired not only mechanistic insight but biotechnology applications galore.
Following a proposal put forward by Perler, Paulus, and coworkers more than 20 y ago, the chemical mechanism for protein splicing has three catalyzed steps (3) (Fig.  1B) . The sequence begins when the intein's first residue, typically cysteine or serine, attacks the peptide bond at the upstream splice junction, yielding a (thio)ester known as the linear intermediate (LI) (4 would seem to be the most straightforward, and daring, experimental endgame: direct observation of the BI. In almost any multistep reaction, characterizing intermediates proves to be informative, yet such studies often stumble because intermediates are by nature fleeting. Protein splicing poses additional challenges. Inteins are autocatalytic, thus bond breaking begins as soon as the intein folds into its native structure, and chemical intermediates generated will be processed before high-resolution structures can be trapped-or sometimes before the precursor is even purified! In lieu of antagonists or effective trapping strategies (8) , the authors turned to expressed protein ligation (EPL). EPL is an intein-based method where engineered proteins with unnatural modifications can be prepared semisynthetically in a controlled stepwise manner (9) . Two polypeptide fragments comprising the branched intermediate were thus prepared separately and then reassembled covalently in vitro by EPL. The larger of the two fragments was obtained using standard recombinant techniques; the See companion article on page 8422. 1 To whom correspondence may be addressed. E-mail: mbelfort@ albany.edu or callahan@binghamton.edu.
smaller piece was prepared by solid-phase synthesis and includes a C-terminal section of the intein fused to the branched exteins. In this synthetic fragment, the authors also replace a key histidine residue of the intein with an isosteric, unnatural amino acid, β-thienylalanine. Replacing the imidazole group with a thiophene group of β-thienyl-alanine deactivates the intein from succinimide formation, thereby allowing preparation of a uniform sample of BI in amounts that proved suitable for crystallographic analysis.
The new results of Liu et al. should be viewed in context of an earlier study, where this semisynthetic branched intermediate (ssBI) was first analyzed with solution NMR (10) . Comparison of NMR spectra of the ssBI and the starting precursor indicated repositioning of some catalytic residues in the intein. In addition, the authors reported that in the ssBI, but not in the precursor, there is severe line broadening of the resonances from the peptide bond located at the downstream splice junction, the same peptide bond that is attacked in succinimide formation. Together the results were interpreted to suggest that progression from the LI to the BI shifts the intein toward a distinct catalytically competent conformer. Integral to that reorganization is distortion of the peptide bond that is ultimately cleaved, presumably rendering it more susceptible to attack by the intein's neighboring asparagine residue. Overall, this mechanistic picture is consistent with kinetic data indicating that intein-succinimide formation is stimulated ∼10-fold in the context of the BI, and it finds parallels to other self-cleaving systems, including other inteins (11) .
By our reading, this first high-resolution structure of a critical intermediate in the protein splicing pathway answers some important questions and poses others. Comparison of the ssBI structure with the linear precursor (12) shows surprisingly few changes to the intein's conformation (rootmean-square deviation, 0.6 Å). In addition, the peptide bond that would be cleaved in an active BI and gave the unusual line broadening in the earlier NMR experiment appears frustratingly unstrained, with no deviations from the typical planar trans geometry. The structure does, however, reveal tantalizing repositioning of the intein's key asparagine residue. Unlike in the linear precursor, the asparagine side chain in the ssBI seems poised for attack at the neighboring splice junction. The authors propose that the asparagine side chain is held in attack Along with proper positioning of nucleophile and electrophile, intein-catalyzed succinimide formation also seems to call for interactions at or near the reaction's transition state, such as a general base to activate the asparagine, an H-bond donor to stabilize the developing oxyanion, and a general acid to protonate the departing amine group (Fig.  1C) . In the most provocative aspect of the work, Liu et al. propose asparagine activation takes place by transforming the side chain amide to an imidate (Fig. 1D) . Whereas more reactive as a nucleophile compared with the amide, the imidate tautomer is a rare species indeed, with the amide-imidate equilibrium lying strongly in favor of the amide (13) .
Vetting the imidate idea, perhaps with directed unnatural mutagenesis (14) , and uncovering interactions involved in oxyanion stabilization and general acid/base catalysis await further experimentation. With the tools brought to bear in achieving the ssBI structure, the possibilities for mechanistic interrogation seem endless. As Muir has noted, inteins are natures gift to the protein chemist (15) , and so it seems most satisfying that the means used here and in the future to tinker with protein splicing-namely EPL-is in fact borne of inteins.
